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Disassemble the Carburetor

Disassemble the Carburetor

1. Separate upper body from lower body taking
care to avoid damage to the idle tube. Remove
and save all parts from upper and lower bodies.
2. Clean both castings thoroughly in carburetor
cleaner solvent or gasoline if solvent is not
available.
3. Blow out all channels and passages with
compressed air. Be sure castings are clean.
Reassemble the Carburetor
(Always install all parts contained in kit)
1. Carefully inspect all parts to make sure that they
have been thoroughly cleaned and that all jet
passages are clear,
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3. Install throttle shaft in position, then insert
throttle plate (4). Install throttle stop screw in
casting and set so that throttle plate will close
tight. If throttle shaft binds, turn to closed
position and lightly tap shaft directly over center
of throttle plate.
4. Install fuel valve seat (9) and new gasket.
5. Place new body to bowl gasket in position.
6. Place fuel valve needle (9A) in position, then
insert float (24) and float axle. Float must move
freely.
7. To obtain correct fuel level check position of
float to measure 1
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casting and set so that throttle plate will close
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casting to farthest point of float. Bend float arm
next to float to obtain this measurement. Do not
bend float hinge.
Install idle adjustment screw.
Install strainer screen assembly.
Install Starting shutter dust seal and retainer in
bowl casting.
Locate starting shutter shaft through casting and
into starting shutter.
Install discharge nozzle (12) and nut.
Install idle metering jet (10).
Place the bowl assembly in position on throttle
body being careful to avoid damage to float
Install assembly screws and lock washers. Be
sure to tighten screws evenly and securely.
Primary Adjustments
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Primary Adjustments

1. Set throttle stop screw to 1 turns open.

4. Set throttle stop screw to 1 turns open.

2. Set fuel adjusting needle three turns off seat.
3. Set idle adjusting needle one turn off seat.

5. Set fuel adjusting needle three turns off seat.
6. Set idle adjusting needle one turn off seat.

